OMNIBOT 2000, the fully programmable electronic robot with articulated arm, wrist, hand and head; bright spotlight eyes; detachable motorized serving tray; on-board cassette tape deck and digital alarm clock; master control unit; accessory panel; rechargeable battery and recharging unit — new from Tomy in ‘85.
For information contact: Tomy Corporation Public Relations (213) 549-2721
CHATBOT, a mid-sized robot companion that can deliver a 30-second recorded message by remote control — new from Tomy Toys in '85. For information contact: Tomy Corporation Public Relations (213) 549-2721
CHATBOT (left) delivers your prerecorded message, while VERTBOT (right) responds to eight separate verbal commands — two mid-sized robot companions from Tomy Toys.

For information contact: Tomy Corporation Public Relations (213) 549-2721.
OMNIBOT (left) and OMNIBOT 2000 (right), the ultimate in high tech home entertainment robots — from Tomy Toys.
For information contact: Tomy Corporation Public Relations (213) 549-2721
Two new robot "pets" from Tomy Toys — HOOTBOT (above) a little owl with perch, and SPOTBOT (below) a brown and white robot puppy.

For information contact: Tomy Corporation Public Relations (213) 549-2721
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